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ABSTRACT 
The Engine Control Unit (ECU) stands as a cornerstone in the automotive sector, yet its design and diagnostic 
requirements vary widely among manufacturers. This lack of standardization poses challenges in calibration and 
maintenance, as only developers possess the expertise needed to navigate the intricacies of their respective ECUs. 
While each manufacturer implements its own diagnostic system within the ECU, adherence to common diagnostic 
standards is essential to ensure uniform behavior and interfaces across all ECUs. Consequently, a comprehensive 
diagnostic system must incorporate protocols that facilitate seamless communication between diagnostic tools 
used by developers, testers, and repairers to access the ECU’s diagnostic information. However, implementing 
these protocols for individual diagnostic systems and vehicle components demands considerable effort. ISO and 
SAE have defined various diagnostic systems tailored to specific requirements and vehicle diagnostics. 
Recognizing the perpetual challenge of integrating diagnostic systems for specific needs, developers often face 
prolonged development timelines. To mitigate this, developers can adopt a Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) 
protocol, established by either ISO or SAE standards, to support a multitude of diagnostic standards. This study 
covers the background, general working of UDS, architecture and UDS message format. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Engine Control Unit (ECU) plays a pivotal role in the automotive industry, serving as the brain of the 

vehicle’s electronic systems. Its primary function is to manage and regulate various aspects of the engine’s 

operation, ensuring optimal performance, fuel efficiency, and emissions control. Specifically, the ECU monitors 

inputs from sensors placed throughout the vehicle, such as the throttle position sensor, oxygen sensor, and engine 

temperature sensor. Based on these inputs, the ECU makes real-time calculations and adjustments to control 

critical engine functions, including fuel injection timing, air-fuel mixture ratio, ignition timing, and idle speed. 

Furthermore, the ECU communicates with other vehicle systems, such as the transmission control module (TCM) 

and antilock braking system (ABS), to coordinate their operation and optimize overall vehicle performance and 

safety.  

 
Figure 1: UDS architecture in 7 layer OSI 

In essence, the ECU acts as the central nervous system of the vehicle, continuously monitoring, analyzing, and 

adjusting various parameters to ensure smooth and efficient operation under diverse driving conditions Unified 

Diagnostic Services (UDS) is a standardized diagnostic protocol used in the automotive industry for 

communication between electronic control units (ECUs) in vehicles and diagnostic tools. ’Unified’ in this context 
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means that it is an international and not a company-specific standard. The UDS protocol (ISO 14229) is 

standardized across both manufacturers and standards (such as CAN, KWP 2000, Ethernet, LIN). Further, UDS is 

today used in ECUs across all tier 1 Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. UDS ARCHITECTURE 

The Architecture of the UDS protocol is designed based on the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 

Reference Model. Hence, the UDS software stack has a layered architecture. Diagnostic tools can contact 

all ECUs installed in a vehicle which has UDS services enabled. In contrast to the CAN bus protocol, 

which only uses the first and second layers of the OSI model, UDS utilizes the fifth and seventh layers of 

the OSI model. 

 

WORKING OF UDS 

In practice, UDS communication is performed in a clientserver relationship - with the client being a tester-tool and 

the server being a vehicle ECU. For example, you can connect a CAN bus interface to the OBD2 connector of a 

car and send UDS requests into the vehicle. Assuming the targeted ECU supports UDS services, it will respond 

accordingly. Modern vehicles have a diagnostic interface for off-board diagnostics, which makes it possible to 

connect a computer (client) or diagnostics tool, which is referred to as tester, to the communication system of the 

vehicle. Thus, UDS requests can be sent to the controllers which must provide a response (this may be positive or 

negative). This makes it possible to interrogate the fault memory of the individual control units, to update them 

with new firmware, have low-level interaction with their hardware (e.g. to turn a specific output on or off), or to 

make use of special functions (referred to as routines) to attempt to understand the environment and operating 

conditions of an ECU to be able to diagnose faulty or otherwise undesirable behavior. The UDS protocol provides 

a number of necessary functionalities for repairers, developers and testers so that they can, for example, read or 

write data in ECU memory, program the flash memory and create specific behavior for an ECU such as provide a 

response. An application software inside ECU can be viewed as two system as shown in figure 1 such as 

diagnostic and control system. Control system is used for controlling the engine if we take internal combustion 

engine. It possesses the ability to generate Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) upon detecting a malfunction. These 

DTCs convey the status information of an engine, which is crucial for repairers or technicians in diagnosing and 

maintaining the engine. However, it is imperative that repairers and technicians do not have access to the control 

system itself. Hence, a diagnostic system is developed to restrict access rights. This diagnostic system should 

furnish comprehensive information about a DTC and certain aspects of the control system for calibration purposes. 

As mentioned, the diagnostic system within an ECU varies among manufacturers, and each diagnostic system 

employs a unique set of DTCs. Therefore, the Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) protocol is designed to 

accommodate various types of DTCs specified by ISO standards, SAE standards, and vehicle manufacturers 

(Assawinjaipetch, Panuwat, et a). 

 
Figure 2: ECU Application software DTC view 

 

UDS MESSAGE FORMAT 

UDS is a Request and Response-based protocol based on client-server architecture, and it has having unique 

service ID(SID). SID is the size of one byte, and it ranges from 0x00 to 0x3E. 

A. Service ID It is a 1-byte identifier, it indicates the services which are defined in ISO-14229. The server 

(ECU) sees this identifier and does the operation based on this identifier. Examples are shown in Figure 3 
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Figure 3: UDS Service Identifiers 

B. Sub-function  

This is an optional field. Example: Under ECU Reset service ID (0x11), there are 3 sub-function IDs  

[1]. Hard Reset(0x01)  

[2]. Key-Off On Reset(0x02)  

[3]. Soft Reset(0x03) 

 

 

FRAME FORMAT TYPES 

Basically, there are 4 types of frame formats,  

[1]. Request frame with sub-function ID 

[2]. Request frame without sub-function ID 

[3]. Positive Response Frame  

[4]. Negative Response Frame 

 

A. REQUEST WITH SUB-FUNCTION ID 

The request frame is used to send the request to the server (ECU) from the client (Tester tool). 

Table 1: Request with Sub-function ID 

Service ID (SID) Sub-Function ID Data Parameters 

 

B. REQUEST WITHOUT SUB-FUNCTION ID 

Table 2: Request without sub-function ID 

Service ID (SID) Data Parameters 

 

C. POSITIVE RESPONSE FRAME 

When the server (ECU) receives the service request from the tester, the server checks the message. If 

everything is fine, then it executes the requested service and responds to the client with a positive response. 

If the response is positive, then the 6th bit of the SID should be 1. For example, Service ID – 0x31 = 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 1 For a positive response, 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 is equal to 0x71 (0x31 + 0x40). In another way, we can 

say the positive response means SID+ 0x40, there is no logical reason for this. Simply, it is defined in 

International standard IS0-14229-1. 

 

Table 3: Positive Response with Sub-function ID 

Service ID (SID) + 0x40 Sub-Function ID Data Parameters 

 

Table 4: Positive Response without Sub-function ID 

Service ID (SID) + 0x40 Data Parameters 
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D. NEGATIVE RESPONSE FRAME 

When the server (ECU) receives the service request from the tester, ECU checks the message. If the server 

finds something wrong, then it executes the negative response and sends the Negative response code 

(NRC). Below are some Negative Response Codes given. 

 

Table 5: Negative response examples with description 

NRC Description 

0x10 General reject 

0x11 Service not supported 

0x12 Subfunction not supported 

0x13 Incorrect message length or invalid format 

0x14 Response too long 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion the Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) protocol serves as a standardized diagnostic protocol, 

facilitating seamless communication between ECUs and diagnostic tools. The UDS protocol, based on the Open 

System Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model, offers a layered architecture and supports various diagnostic 

functionalities necessary for repairers, developers, and testers. With unique service IDs and sub-functions, the 

UDS message format enables effective request and response-based communication between clients and servers. 

Overall, the UDS protocol plays a crucial role in streamlining diagnostics and maintenance processes in the 

automotive industry, promoting interoperability and efficiency across different vehicle platforms and diagnostic 

tools. As automotive technology continues to evolve, the adoption of standardized diagnostic protocols like UDS 

will be instrumental in ensuring the reliability and performance of modern vehicles. 
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